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01. 81218 TILLMAN  Lift-Top Coffee Table
02. 251061 PIERCE  Espresso Leaning Bookcase
03. 82521 Granite Gabbeh Rug 108"x156"

wood wonderland
When it comes to furniture and accent materials, 
it doesn’t get more popular or pervasive than 
wood. In fact, you’d be hard pressed to find 
anything as versatile, durable, natural or beautiful 
than this magnificent specimen.

Perhaps wood’s best quality is its inherent variety. 
You can find any type, color or texture in order to 
achieve the look of your dreams. You can use it as 
a focal point or fixture, a main attraction or side 
story that adds the perfect amount of charm and 
character.

From bookcases to coffee tables, nightstands 
to beds, pendants to pieces of art, wood is 
everywhere, and we couldn’t be happier to share 
our favorite wood collections and applications.

01.
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industrial evolution
When you pair wood with metal, magic happens, and industrial items showcase this 

captivating combination like no other. Handsome solid acacia comes to life in a lift-top 
coffee table that works extra hard to provide multiple levels of functionality. Whether 

you need a surface for working or eating, you can do a little bit of everything when 
you’ve got such a clever design.

03.

02.

01.

01. 81218 TILLMAN  Lift-Top Coffee Table
02. 272904 SIMON  Slate Leather Arm Chair
03. 82521 Granite Gabbeh Rug 108"x156"
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texture talk
  

The chameleon of materials, wood can adopt any persona depending on the species, finish and application. From a 
charcoal grey, to a rich brown, to a light ash, the variety of identities wood can take on is virtually endless. Whether 

you’re looking at console tables, coffee tables or sofa frames you’ll find that the wood possibilities are infinite.

01.

01. 244423 HARRISON  Console Table
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01.

the dark side
 
Dramatic and moody spaces are all the rage these days, 
and incorporating wood pieces that take a walk on the 
dark side help establish an intense sense of depth and 
distinction. Key components like a tall dining cabinet 
set a tone of sophistication and gravitas, while adding 
ever-important storage to the mix. Black Windsor-style 
chairs and a grand gathering table finishing this kind of 
space off in style.

01. 110382 VALENCIA  Curio Cabinet
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feast your eyes
Wood furniture and accents are all one-of-a-kind, 
and this dining table brings the authenticity and 
natural beauty of 100% solid pine to your space. 
Unique traits – from splits to knots – contribute to 
the character of this design and make it a standout 
centerpiece for any feast. Rugged features and 
streamlined construction distinguish the modern 
rustic look.

01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set

02.

01.

01. 246103 TIMBER  Dining Table
02. 269993 WADE   Dining Side Chair
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01.

01. 249271 SLATER  Queen Panel Bed
02. 249265 SLATER  6 Drawer Dresser
03. 249700 BARNES   Accent Table
04. 272901 THEODORE  Honey Leather Ottoman
05. 283132 Black & Antique Copper Task Floor Lamp 51"

natural beauty
 

One of wood’s most compelling characteristics is the fact that every piece has a story to share. This 
shelter-style bed is made of 100% solid acacia. Not only is this exotic lumber known to have natural 
protective qualities, it features a distinct contrasting wood grain. When paired with a slat wall and 

leather ottomans, its organic appeal is magnified.

03.

02.
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piece of work
 
Creating a home office that inspires productivity and 
creativity is easier when you have the right designs to 
stimulate your mind. Our Jaxon collection is a favorite 
thanks to 100% solid pine construction and subtle 
industrial accents. Metal bolts and cross brace features 
work as hard as you do and enrich the corner desk 
with noteworthy charm. Discover multiple finishes and 
configurations at livingspaces.com.

01. 212184 JAXON  Corner Desk 60"
02. 209201 BARTON  Bookcase w/Ladder 103"
03. 223564 MOBY  Black Low Back Rolling Office Chair

01.

02.

03.
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102941  Wood Bookend 8" 287711 Metal & Wood Floor Lamp 276350 Iron Round 3 Tier Bar Cart

276441 Gold Metal & Wood Circle Wall Shelf 260889 Industrial Metal Chest w/ 3 Tray Drawers

207899 Wood Ring On Marble Stand 239949 Oak Tripod Table Lamp 261308 Grey Metal Wood Drum Stool

against the grain
Although wood is typically used in large applications, it can be just as effective in 
accessories. Bringing that element of natural beauty goes a long way in creating a 

sense of authenticity in your space.

269819 Wood Framed Seagrass Wall Panel 261506 Brown Wood Metal Chalkboard Wall 

wood 
you

rather

276379 Wood & Metal Candle Wall Sconce



Stay connected @livingspaces

    

Visit livingspaces.com to 
check out our entire selection. 

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE

01. 109147 CADEN  Buffet
02. 263249 White Marbled Ceramic Table Lamp

01.

02.


